T is temperature, he upward flux W is composedof radiation coming directly from the planet=s surface and,of radiation emanating from the planet's atmosphere°I f the atmosphere is isothermal_ the radiation originating in the atmosphere will be at the sametemperature as the radiation originating from the surface°Thus_ the upward flux will remain constant with height and have a value equal to the black body flux emitted by the surface°T he surface temperature of an isothermal atmosphere would then be the sameas that computed from Equation (i)_ i_e_ 219Ko If the temperature decreases with height_ however_ the radiation emitted by the atmosphere would be at a lower temperature than that emitted by the ground°In order that Wnow balance the incoming radiation_ the surface temperature must be higher than 219K_ The greater the lapse rate the greater is the surface temperature in order for balance to occur at the top of the atmosphere°In a planetary atmosphere the limiting lapse rate is the adiabatic lapse rate and we choose this as the lapse rate that will maximize the green®houseeffect and hence the surface temperature°W ith a given distribution of absorbers and temperature lapse rate_ the outgoing radiation_ W_is a function only of the surface temperature_ and can be written as (l)_ (2) should be noted that both water vapor and carbon dioxide absorb radiation in the 15_ band°However_since we are attempting to maximize the green-house effect we shall treat these absorptions independently and makeno correction for the overlap°E quation (2) can now be written as: Of the three gases contributing to the green-house effect, carbon dioxide is by far the most important as can be seen from the following values of the integrals appearing in Equation (5) 
